Abbreviations

A  speaker A
B  speaker B
adj adjective
adv adverb, adverbial
att attributive
aux auxiliary verb
B quality bearer
CD communicative dynamism
con conjunction
D context dependent
dem demonstrative
exc exclamation
FSP functional sentence perspective
FSp further specification
int intensive particle
I context independent
LLC London-Lund Corpus
I-P interjections and particles
lex lexical
M melody
mea adverb expressing measure
N noun
nlx non-lexical
num numeral
oth other
per personal
pol polarity particle
pos possessive
Ph phenomenon
Pr presentation
pre preposition
pro pronoun
ptm adverbs expressing place, time and manner
qua quantifier
Q quality
refl reflexive pronoun
Rh rheme
RhPr rheme proper
SD standard deviation
sen sentence adverb
Sp specification
Th theme
ThPr theme proper
TME temporal and modal exponent
Tr transition
TrPr transition proper
V verb
wh- wh-word